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taken by a motor is roughly proportional to the product of torque
and speed, if large values of torque cannot be obtained at low
speeds the power taken by the motor will be excessive. Refer-
ence to Fig. 12 will show that with the series motor a large torque
is available at low speeds, the torque and the current as well
.falling off as the car accelerates and therefore as the demand
for torque decreases. Assuming a concrete example, if a tractive
effort of 1200 Ib. per motor is required to accelerate a car, the
series motor of Fig. 12 will require but 68 amp. of current while
i<f <;"•' >''	the corresponding shunt motor will draw 125 amp. Assuming
::| , X ;'	that they are both operating on the same line the power demand
i| - $;,|	in the latter case will be nearly double that of the series motor.
For the above reasons the series direct current motor has come
into almost universal use for traction service.    During the last
few years, however, the single phase series motor, with practically
.!;?! f	the same characteristics as the direct current series motor, has
; ] i	been installed in a number of instances.    In many cases in
jij I	Europe and in several instances in this country the polyphase
!!i>; !|	induction motor has been adopted where conditions seemed to
jjv !|	be particularly favorable for constant speed operation.
;|! [i	Confining the discussion to series motors, the characteristics
'"•-^	already considered are the torque and speed curves plotted in
terms of current input. To these should be added the curves of
efficiency, often plotted both with and without gears, temperature
rise, and, in the case of alternating current motors, the power
factor. These characteristics, Fig. 13, may be obtained either
from design data before the motor is built or by test after its
completion.
Assuming that the design of a proposed motor has been tenta-
tively made and its dimensions and winding data known, the
speed, torque, and efficiency characteristics may be found as
follows:
E — Impressed voltage.
e = Counter electromotive force.
I = Current in amperes.
T = Torque at 1 ft. radius in pounds.
Ra and Rf = Resistance armature and field respectively.
V = Speed in revolutions per minute.
Na = Total conductors on surface of armature.
i; 1\	Nf = Turns on one field pole.
^ \ |	<t> = Flux per pole in maxwells.
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